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ABSTRACT: Microfabrication technology provides a highly versatile
platform for engineering hydrogels used in biomedical applications with
high-resolution control and injectability. Herein, we present a strategy
of microﬂuidics-assisted fabrication photo-cross-linkable gelatin microgels, coupled with providing protective silica hydrogel layer on the
microgel surface to ultimately generate gelatin-silica core−shell
microgels for applications as in vitro cell culture platform and injectable
tissue constructs. A microﬂuidic device having ﬂow-focusing channel
geometry was utilized to generate droplets containing methacrylated
gelatin (GelMA), followed by a photo-cross-linking step to synthesize
GelMA microgels. The size of the microgels could easily be controlled
by varying the ratio of ﬂow rates of aqueous and oil phases. Then, the
GelMA microgels were used as in vitro cell culture platform to grow
cardiac side population cells on the microgel surface. The cells readily
adhered on the microgel surface and proliferated over time while maintaining high viability (∼90%). The cells on the microgels
were also able to migrate to their surrounding area. In addition, the microgels eventually degraded over time. These results
demonstrate that cell-seeded GelMA microgels have a great potential as injectable tissue constructs. Furthermore, we
demonstrated that coating the cells on GelMA microgels with biocompatible and biodegradable silica hydrogels via sol−gel
method provided signiﬁcant protection against oxidative stress which is often encountered during and after injection into host
tissues, and detrimental to the cells. Overall, the microﬂuidic approach to generate cell-adhesive microgel core, coupled with silica
hydrogels as a protective shell, will be highly useful as a cell culture platform to generate a wide range of injectable tissue
constructs.

■

injectable constructs.6,7 Microﬂuidics has emerged as one such
technology that allows the fabrication of microscale hydrogels
(“microgels”) in a highly eﬃcient, controllable, and scalable
manner.8,9 The microﬂuidic devices generally consist of coaxial
ﬂow or ﬂow-focusing channels that allow for the formation of
uniform-sized aqueous emulsion particles (i.e., droplets)
dispersed within an oil phase.8−10 The droplets containing gelforming molecules are generated from the microﬂuidic device,
followed by a polymerization reaction to fabricate the microgels.

INTRODUCTION
Hydrogels are widely used as a scaﬀold material for tissue
engineering applications. The hydrophilic and biocompatible
polymer networks of hydrogels can closely mimic native
extracellular matrices (ECM) and provide suitable microenvironments for cells by controlling their mechanical and biomolecular
transport properties.1−3 Furthermore, hydrogels can be
intelligently designed to present functional moieties (e.g., cell
adhesion and degradation domains and growth factors) that can
transmit signals to surrounding cells for desired behavior.4,5
More recently, microfabrication techniques are being utilized
to engineer hydrogels in micrometer dimensions, with the goal of
achieving high-resolution control and miniaturization for costeﬀective and high-throughput experiments, and engineering
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Here, we utilized a microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing device to
fabricate methacrylated gelatin (GelMA) microgels with a high
degree of controllability in size. In addition, we further
engineered the GelMA microgels by providing a layer of silica
hydrogel “shell” in order to protect the cells cultured on GelMA
microgels from harmful external environment such as oxidative
stress during injection and implantation.11,12 These gelatin-silica
core−shell microgels would ultimately serve as a highly versatile
platform for in vitro cell culture and injectable tissue constructs.
GelMA hydrogels have been successfully demonstrated as tissue
engineering scaﬀolds in several previous applications.13−16
GelMA presents multiple methacrylic groups on a gelatin
molecule, which allows for the hydrogel formation via radical
polymerization. Therefore, GelMA droplets containing photoinitiator, generated from the microﬂuidic device, could be
photopolymerized in situ by exposure to UV light to produce
GelMA microgels in an eﬃcient manner. The microﬂuidic
approach also allows for a precise control of microgel size by
tuning the ﬂow rates of GelMA solution and oil phase. Then,
GelMA microgels were used as an in vitro platform to culture
cardiac cells on their surfaces.
In this work, cardiac side population (CSP) cells were cultured
on the surface of GelMA microgels, and their viability and
proliferation were evaluated. CSP cells have gained recognition
in recent years for their role in cardiac regeneration, as they are
progenitor cells shown to undergo cardiomyogenic diﬀerentiation in various in vitro and in vivo studies.17,18 In addition,
the migration of CSP cells seeded on GelMA microgels to a celladhesive environment was monitored to evaluate the potential of
cell-seeded microgels as injectable cardiac tissues. Furthermore, a
strategy of providing a protective shell was employed by coating
the cell-seeded microgels with silica hydrogels, and its protective
capacity against external environment was evaluated by exposing
them to induced oxidative stress. We also monitored the
biodegradation of silica hydrogel shell over time, and evaluated
the bioactivity of the CSP cells underneath the silica hydrogel by
measuring their viability and evaluating their capacity for
migration and proliferation.

■

PDMS was fabricated on top of the silicon master by placing the
mixture of silicone elastomer base and the curing agent (10:1 mass ratio,
Sylgard184 Silicone Elastomer Kit) on the master. It was placed under
vacuum to remove bubbles, and cured at 80 °C for 3 h. After detaching
the PDMS from the master, the holes for ﬂuid inlets and outlets (0.5 mm
diameter) were punched out. The PDMS substrate and a glass slide were
exposed to oxygen plasma (Harrick Plasma) for 1 min and then
irreversibly bonded to each other to fabricate the PDMS microﬂuidic
device.
Fabrication of GelMA Microgels. Figure 1a shows the schematic
description of droplet generation by microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing

Figure 1. (a) Microﬂuidic fabrication of GelMA microgels. Aqueous
droplets made of GelMA pregel solution, generated from a microﬂuidic
ﬂow-focusing device, were photopolymerized to form GelMA microgels.
(b, c) Microscopic images of a microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing device
generating GelMA droplets (b) and GelMA microgels fabricated by UVinitiated photopolymerization of GelMA droplets (c).

channels. The aqueous phase (8 wt % GelMA and 0.2 wt % Irgacure
2959 in phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS, pH 7.4)) and the oil phase (20
wt % Span80 in mineral oil) are injected into the inlets of the
microﬂuidic device from syringes (BD Biosciences) connected by plastic
tubing (0.3 mm inner diameter and 0.76 mm outer diameter). The ﬂuid
injection and ﬂow rates were controlled by syringe pumps (PHD 2000,
Harvard Apparatus). The experimental setup was placed on top of the
sample stage of an inverted optical microscope (Eclipse TE2000-U,
Nikon) to monitor the droplet formation.
The droplets, exiting from the outlet and passing through the
connected plastic tubing (0.3 mm inner diameter and 0.76 mm outer
diameter), were irradiated with UV light for 5 min (Series 2000,
OmniCure) to photopolymerize the droplets. The intensity of UV was
850 mW, and the distance between the light source and the tubing was 8
cm. The fabricated microgels were collected into each microtube (1.5
mL, Eppendorf) containing 1 mL of PBS for 20 min and then
centrifuged to remove the oil phase. The microgels were washed with
PBS three times. The experiments were performed at room temperature.
Evaluation of Elasticity of GelMA Microgels with Nanoindentation. Force measurements on GelMA microgels were
performed using atomic force microscopy (AFM)-assisted nanoindentation, as previously described.21 Brieﬂy, the experimental setup
consisted of the AFM (Agilent 5500) placed on top of an inverted
optical microscope, which allowed monitoring of the AFM cantilever
and the microgel sample during indentation measurement. The spring
constant of the cantilever, measured using Cleveland method, was 0.20
N m−1.22 The cantilever was initially positioned at the center of the
microgel, and then lowered at the rate of 3 μm s−1 to indent the microgel.
The applied force (F) was measured as a function of the position of the
cantilever. The elastic modulus (E) was calculated using Hertz contact
mechanics theory for the spherical elastic solid:23

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthesis of Methacrylated Gelatin (GelMA). To conjugate
methacrylate functional groups on gelatin molecules, 5 g of gelatin
(Sigma Aldrich) and 0.5 g of 4-(dimethylamino)-pyridine (Sigma
Aldrich) were ﬁrst dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide at 50 °C. Then, 2 mL
of glycidyl methacrylate (Sigma Aldrich) was slowly added to the
mixture, which was continuously stirred at 50 °C for two days under dry
N2 gas. The mixture was dialyzed against deionized (DI) water for 3
days, while changing the DI water twice a day. The product was obtained
by lyophilization. The presence of methacylate groups on gelatin was
conﬁrmed with 1H NMR (Figure S1 in Supporting Information).
Fabrication of Microﬂuidic Flow-Focusing Device. The silicon
master, which would be served as a template for polydimethysiloxane
(PDMS)-based microﬂuidic device, was fabricated on a silicon wafer
using a standard photolithography technique.19,20 Brieﬂy, SU-8 2000
(MicroChem Corp.) as a photoresist was ﬁrst spin-coated on a silicon
wafer and then baked at 95 °C to remove the solvent and harden the
photoresist. A photomask with patterns for the microﬂuidic channels
was placed on top of the wafer, and exposed to UV to cross-link the
patterned area. After baking at 95 °C to further solidify the cross-linked
photoresist, the wafer was cooled to room temperature, and placed in
SU-8 developer to remove the unexposed photoresist. The wafer was
then rinsed with isopropanol three times and dried. The schematic
illustration of the silicon master is shown in the Supporting Information
(Figure S2).
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Figure 2. (a) Diameter of GelMA microgels (8 wt %), before and after swelling in PBS, was controlled by the ratio of ﬂow rates of aqueous phase
(GelMA pregel solution) to oil phase (QAq/QO). (b) Force-displacement curve of a GelMA microgel measured by an AFM-assisted nanoindentation.
Elastic modulus (E) was calculated using Hertz contact mechanics theory (eq 1).

F=

4 ⎛ E ⎞ 1/2 3/2
⎜
⎟R
h
3 ⎝ 1 − ν2 ⎠

live and dead cells were manually counted. The viability was reported as
the percentage of the live cells from total cells.
Biodegradation of Silica Hydrogel. Degradation of silica
hydrogel was evaluated by measuring the amount of degraded product,
silicic acid, using the silicomolybdate method developed by Iler et al.27,28
Brieﬂy, the silica-coated microgels were incubated in PBS at 37 °C (100
microgels in 4 mL of culture media). At various time points, a small
sample of the media (50 μL) was collected and incubated with 450 μL of
molybdate reagent (0.4 wt % ammonium molybdate in 50 mM sulfuric
acid) for 10 min to allow the formation of silicomolybdate complex
which has a characteristic yellow color. Then, the absorbance of the
silicomolybdate was monitored with UV−vis spectrophotometer (ND1000, Thermo Fisher). The absorbance of pure PBS was used as a
negative control. The plot of absorbance at 400 nm (A400) versus time
(t) was ﬁtted with a ﬁrst-order degradation kinetics model:29,30

(1)

where R is the radius of the microgel sphere, h is the indentation depth,
and ν is the Poisson’s ratio of GelMA microgel and equals to 0.5,
assuming the hydrogel follows the ideal rubber. To validate the results,
cylindrical GelMA hydrogels at the same concentration (8 wt %) were
prepared as previously described.13 Then, the hydrogels were
compressed uniaxially, and the strain−stress curves were obtained
using a mechanical testing unit (Model 5943, Instron). Elastic modulus
was calculated as the slope of initial linear region (10% strain) of a
stress−strain curve.
Fabrication of Silica Hydrogel Shell. Silica hydrogel was
fabricated by a sol−gel method.12 Silica sol was ﬁrst generated by
adding 20 μL of HCl (1 M) to 1 mL of tetramethyl orthosilicate (50%
(v/v), Sigma Aldrich), and stirred at room temperature for 30 min to
initiate the polycondensation reaction. Then, 10 μL of the silica sol
mixture was added to 1 mL of aqueous solution containing GelMA
microgels (in PBS), and continuously stirred over time to fabricate silica
gel on the microgel surface. At diﬀerent time points, a small sample was
taken and the thickness of the silica hydrogel coated on the microgel was
measured using an inverted optical microscope (Eclipse Ti, Nikon).
Cell Culture on GelMA Microgels. CSP cells were isolated from
C57BL6 mice (Charles River Laboratories) hearts. The detailed
procedures of isolation and puriﬁcation of the cells are provided
elsewhere.24 The isolated cells were cultured in cell growth media
(Minimum Essential Medium Alpha (Lonza), supplemented with 20%
fetal bovine serum (HyClone), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen), and 6 mM L-glutamine (Sigma Aldrich)).
CSP cells and GelMA microgels are mixed in the culture media
containing GelMA microgels (100 microgels, 20000 cells per mL), and 2
mL of the mixture were placed in each well of a six-well plate
(nontreated, BD Falcon). The cell−microgel mixture was incubated at
37 °C with 5% CO2 with shaking at 50 rpm. The culture media was
changed every three days. The cell adhesion to the microgels and
proliferation were monitored with an inverted optical microscope
(Eclipse Ti, Nikon). The number of cells was counted at various time
points, and the proliferation rate (kP) was calculated using the following
equation:25
Nt
= 2kPt
N0

A400 = A 0 exp(kDt )

(3)

where A0 is the initial absorbance and kD is the degradation rate (in
day−1).

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Microﬂuidic Fabrication of GelMA Microgels. Spherical
microgels made of cross-linked gelatin were prepared by
photopolymerization of GelMA droplets generated from a
microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing device (Figure 1a,b, Video S1 in
Supporting Information). The ﬂow-focusing geometry of the
microﬂuidic device is designed to generate aqueous droplets by
the shear stress of oil phase. Here, the aqueous phase consisted of
GelMA (8 wt %) and Irgacure2959 (0.2 wt %), so the droplets
could be photopolymerized to form microgels (Figure 1c). The
concentration of GelMA was chosen from a range which is above
a lower critical concentration of hydrogel formation (4.5 wt %)
and below a concentration that impedes stable droplet formation
within microchannels due to its high viscosity (15 wt %; Figure
S3 in Supporting Information).13,31 The oil phase consisted of
mineral oil supplemented with Span80 (20 wt %) as a surfactant
to stabilize the droplets and increase the viscosity of the oil phase
to generate suﬃcient shear stress for droplet generation. In
addition, the presence of surfactants decreases the dynamic
surface tension of the aqueous solution, leading to more eﬃcient
droplet formation during a rapid time frame. Pure mineral oil
could not generate GelMA droplets because the viscosity of the
mineral oil was not high enough to generate adequate shear stress
(Figure S4a in Supporting Information). Similarly, droplets
generated by the mineral oil supplemented with low concentration of Span80 (8 wt % in mineral oil) were not stable enough
to maintain their spherical structure (Figure S4b in Supporting
Information).

(2)

where Nt represents the number of cells at time, t, and N0 represents the
initial number of cells.
Oxidative Stress Test. The cell-seeded microgels with or without
silica hydrogel shell were incubated in the culture media supplemented
with 0.2 μM of hydrogen peroxide to generate reactive oxidative
species.26 After 1 h of incubation, the viability of cells on the microgels
was evaluated using LIVE/DEAD Viability Kit (Invitrogen). Brieﬂy, the
cells were ﬂuorescently labeled with calcein-AM (green) and ethidium
homodimer-1 (red) to visualize the live and dead cells, respectively,
using a ﬂuorescence microscope (Observer D1, Zeiss). The numbers of
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Figure 3. (a) GelMA microgels were used as in vitro platform to culture cells on the surface. (b) Microscopic images of CSP cells cultured on GelMA
microgels. The cells adhered on the surface of GelMA microgels and proliferated over time (scale bar: 100 μm). (c) A confocal ﬂuorescent microscopic
image of CSP cells on GelMA microgel. The cells were stained with Alexa488-phalloidin and DAPI to visualize actin and nuclei, respectively (scale bar:
20 μm). A cross-sectional image is shown on the right panel. (d) The number of cells (Nt) at time, t, normalized with the initial number of cells (N0) were
plotted and ﬁtted with eq 2 (kP: proliferation rate).

Physical Properties of GelMA Microgels. One critical
advantage of utilizing microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing channel over
conventional emulsiﬁcation methods using mechanical agitation
(e.g., sonication) in making droplets is the ability to generate
highly monodisperse droplets and eﬃcient control their size.10 In
the ﬂow-focusing microﬂuidic geometry, size of the droplets can
be controlled by changing the shear stress applied to the aqueous
ﬂow.32 This is typically accomplished by changing the ratio of the
ﬂow rates of aqueous and oil ﬂows (QAq/QO). To generate
GelMA droplets with varying diameters, the ﬂow rate of aqueous
phase (QAq) was kept constant at 4 × 10−12 m3 s−1, while
changing the ﬂow rate of oil phase (QO) from 8 × 10−12 m3 s−1 to
8 × 10−11 m3 s−1 in order to obtain a range of QAq/QO from 0.05
to 0.5. The diameter of GelMA microgels changed from 35 to
150 μm (Figure 2a, Figure S5 in Supporting Information). When
the microgels were incubated in PBS, there was a small increase
in diameter due to swelling of the microgels.
The stiﬀness of the GelMA microgel was evaluated by
calculating the elastic modulus from force-displacement curves,
which was determined from AFM-assisted nanoindentation
technique (Figure 2b, Figure S6 in Supporting Information). The
elastic modulus, calculated using Hertz contact mechanics theory
(eq 1), was 1.87 kPa (±0.23). To validate the modulus obtained
from the nanoindentation, cylindrical GelMA hydrogel at the
same concentration was prepared separately. The elastic
modulus calculated from the stress−strain curve obtained with
unconﬁned compression (2.23 ± 0.34 kPa) was in the same
range of the modulus of spherical microgels by the nanoindentation. This proved that the microgels with controlled

shapes and sizes could properly form under the reaction
condition (i.e., photopolymerization of droplets dispersed in
oil phase).
CSP Cell Adhesion on GelMA Microgels. Microgel-based
cell culture platforms demonstrate several advantages over
conventional tissue culture plates or ﬂasks. To begin with,
microgels have much greater surface-to-volume ratio, therefore
more cells can be cultured with less substrate volume.
Furthermore, hydrogels can easily be tuned to more closely
mimic physiological conditions (e.g., rigidity and cell-responsive
ligands) compared to hard plastic or glass surface. In addition,
cell-seeded microgels can be utilized as injectable tissue
constructs.
CSP cells were cultured on the GelMA microgels to study their
adhesion behavior on the microgel surfaces in order to assess the
suitability of GelMA microgels as in vitro cell culture platform
(Figure 3a). The GelMA microgels with having the diameter of
100 μm were chosen for this study, as the microgels of this size
provide enough surface area for multiple cells to adhere while
retaining their injectability through needles. CSP cells are a class
of progenitor cells that have been shown to undergo diﬀerentiation into functional cardiomyocytes, therefore, considered
to be a highly promising cell source for cardiac regenerative
therapies.17,18 Thus, CSP-seeded GelMA microgels may
potentially be used as injectable cardiac tissue constructs. First,
CSP cells were suspended in culture media containing GelMA
microgels. The mixture was continuously stirred during the
culture to prevent the microgels from aggregation by the cells
adhering to multiple microgels. After one day of culture, the cells
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Figure 4. CSP cells on GelMA microgels were placed on a cell adhesive surface, and their adhesion and proliferation over time were monitored (scale
bar: 50 μm).

Figure 5. (a) Schematic description of fabrication of protective silica hydrogel shell on the GelMA microgels. (b) Optical microscopic images of GelMA
microgels and silica-coated GelMA microgels. (c) The silica hydrogel was further characterized with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Inset shows
the magniﬁed view of the silica hydrogel shell on top of GelMA microgel core, identiﬁed with an arrow. (d) The thickness of the silica hydrogel measured
over the reaction time. (e) (Left) A microscopic image of CSP cells on GelMA microgels coated with silica gel. A ﬂuorescent image of the cell nuclei
stained with DAPI (blue) was overlaid to identify the cells. (Right) SEM image shows the surface of cells covered with silica hydrogel.

To evaluate whether the CSP cells adhered to the microgels
could migrate and spread to other surrounding environment, a
likely event after which the cells are transplanted to the target
tissue, the cell-seeded microgels were placed on top of tissueculture treated plastic surface, and monitored the cellular
behavior. After one day, the cell-seeded microgels adhered on
the surface, and the cells on the periphery began to migrate from

adhered and spread onto the surface of the microgels (Figure
3b,c). In addition, the cells on the microgels proliferated over
time, as evidenced by the increase in the number of cells (Figure
3b,d, Figure S7 in Supporting Information). This result
demonstrated that the GelMA microgels could be successfully
used as an in vitro cell culture platform to provide a suitable
microenvironment for CSP cells.
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hydrogel formation (Figure 5d). The silica hydrogel was also
successfully formed on the cell-seeded microgels, demonstrating
that the presence of cells did not aﬀect the gelling process of the
silica (Figure 5e). In addition, silica hydrogel shell did not aﬀect
the viability of the cells, which further indicated that the process
was biocompatible and the thickness of silica hydrogel did not
hinder nutritional transport for the cells (Figure 6).

the microgels to the plastic surface (Figure 4). These cells began
to proliferate over time, covering the entire surface. Interestingly,
the spherical structure of the microgels eventually disappeared
over time likely due to the degradation induced by the cells.
It should be noted here that we have chosen to culture the cells
on the microgel surface (2D approach) rather than encapsulate
within the microgel (3D approach) for the following reasons,
even though the 3D approach can more closely mimic the native
environment: First, the cells can proliferate more quickly on the
surface, and therefore a high number of cells could be eﬃciently
obtained. On the other hand, the cell proliferation within the
microgel is highly limited due to the conﬁned inner space of the
microgels. Second, it is easier to detach and collect the cells from
the surface, whereas it becomes more diﬃcult to isolate the
encapsulated cells from the microgels. Third, since the cells must
be included in the pregel solution and go through the
microﬂuidic channels for encapsulation within the microgels,
more stringent conditions for microﬂuidic droplet generation
and gelation (e.g., temperature, ﬂow rate, surfactant concentration, type of oil, and cross-linking step) must be applied in
order to maintain the cell viability.
Silica Hydrogel Shell on GelMA Microgel Core. One of
the major problems associated with cell transplantation therapy
is the low viability of cells after transplantation, because the cells
are exposed to external factors such as reactive oxidative species,
host immune response, and mechanical stress during injection
and after implantation.33−35 To prevent these factors from
adversely aﬀecting the CSP cells on the microgels during
injection or after implantation, a strategy of coating the cellseeded microgel “core” with silica hydrogel as a protective “shell”
was employed (Figure 5a). Silica hydrogel, prepared using sol−
gel process, was chosen here as it oﬀers several advantages.11,12,36
First, the sol−gel process can be done in mild conditions; silica
sol, which is a collection of silica macromers and colloids, can
undergo sol−gel transition at physiological pH in which the
macromers and colloids coalesce and further condense to form
silica hydrogel, and also does not require potentially toxic crosslinking molecules and catalysts. In addition, the silica hydrogel
has high mechanical durability and resistance to thermal and
chemical denaturation.37,38 Furthermore, the viability and
metabolic activities of encapsulated cells have shown to be well
maintained due to the diﬀusional properties of silica hydrogels.39
Moreover, silica hydrogels undergo bioresorption process in
living organisms, in which silica gel is dissolved in biological ﬂuids
and the degradation products are cleared from the body.40,41 For
these reasons, silica hydrogels prepared by sol−gel process have
been extensively utilized in various biomedical applications,
including drug delivery systems, bioreactors, biosensors, and cell
encapsulation.11,12,36
Here, the sol−gel process to fabricate silica hydrogels was
carried out on the surface of the GelMA microgels. The acidcatalyzed polycondensation of tetramethyl orthosilicate (50 wt %
in water) to produce aqueous sol was ﬁrst performed separately
prior to the coating process. Then, a small amount of sol (0.5 wt
%) was added to PBS containing GelMA microgels, after which
the silica hydrogel began to form on the microgel surface. The
accumulation of silica hydrogel on the microgel surface is driven
by the surface hydroxyl groups which participate in the silica
condensation.36 Optical and scanning electron microscopic
analyses conﬁrmed that coating of silica hydrogel on top of
GelMA microgels was successfully achieved (Figure 5b,c). The
thickness of the silica hydrogel increased with increasing reaction
time and leveled oﬀ in 30 min, indicating the completion of silica

Figure 6. (a) Fluorescent images of CSP cells on GelMA microgels
(left) and GelMA microgels coated with silica hydrogel (right),
subjected to oxidative stress. The cells were stained with calcein-AM
(green) and ethidium homodimer-1 (red) to visualize live and dead
cells, respectively (scale bar: 50 μm). (b) Viability of the CSP cells was
quantiﬁed as the percentage of the live cells (*p < 0.05).

In Vitro Oxidative Stress Test. To evaluate the protective
capacity of the silica hydrogel shell on the CSP cells, the cellseeded microgels with or without the silica hydrogel shell were
exposed to oxidative stress environment (Figure 6). The
oxidative stress was generated within the cell culture media by
adding hydrogen peroxide to a ﬁnal concentration of 0.2 μM
which produces oxygen radicals.26 For the CSP cells without the
silica hydrogel shell, the viability decreased signiﬁcantly by 50%
after treatment with hydrogen peroxide (Figure 6b). On the
other hand, the cells coated with silica hydrogel were signiﬁcantly
protected against the oxidative stress; there was only 8% decrease
in the viability. This result demonstrated that the silica hydrogel
shell on the cell-seeded GelMA microgel core was highly eﬃcient
as a protective layer against oxidative stress, by preventing the
harmful reactive oxidation species from directly contacting the
cells.
Degradation of Silica Hydrogel Shell. After delivery into
the target site, the protective silica shell on the cell-seeded
microgels needs to be degraded, in order for the cells to migrate
and proliferate into the target tissue. Silica hydrogels have been
shown to degrade under physiological conditions, in which SiO2bonded polymeric macrostructures undergo hydrolysis, and the
degradation product, silicic acid, becomes solubilized.41,42
Therefore, to monitor the degradation process, the amount of
288
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cells to be completely released from the microgels and degrade
the GelMA microgels. Nevertheless, the migratory and
proliferative capacities of CSP cells on GelMA microgels were
not hampered by the presence of the silica hydrogel layer.

silicic acid released from the silica hydrogel coated GelMA
microgels was analyzed using a colorimetric assay involving the
formation of silicomolybate.27,28 Silicic acid readily forms a
complex with molybdic acid (silicomolybdate), which has the
characteristic absorbance at 400 nm. The plot of absorbance at
400 nm (A400) versus time shows that the amount of silicic acid
increased over time, therefore conﬁrming the degradation of
silica hydrogel (Figure 7a). The plot was well ﬁtted with eq 3,
demonstrating that the degradation of silica hydrogel followed
ﬁrst-order kinetics.

■

CONCLUSION
Taken together, this study demonstrated a facile and eﬃcient
approach for the generation of microgels as an in vitro cell culture
platform to engineer injectable tissue constructs by utilizing the
microﬂuidic ﬂow-focusing device coupled with photopolymerization process. The monodisperse droplets consisting of photocross-linkable gelatin (GelMA) pregel solution generated by the
microﬂuidic device were immediately photo-cross-linked with
UV light to form GelMA microgels. The size of the microgels was
readily controlled by changing the ﬂow rates of the aqueous and
oil phases. The resulting GelMA microgels provided suitable
cellular microenvironment, as indicated by adhesion and
proliferation of CSP cells on the microgel surface. These cells
on the microgels were also able to migrate and spread onto their
cell-conductive surrounding, which demonstrated that the cellseeded GelMA microgels could be successfully used as injectable
tissue constructs. Furthermore, a thin silica hydrogel was coated
on the surface of the cell-seeded microgels via sol−gel method as
a protective shell. The silica hydrogel shell not only eﬀectively
protected the cells from hydrogen peroxide-induced oxidative
stress, but also degraded over time without aﬀecting the cellular
activities. Overall, we expect that the microﬂuidic approach to
engineer cell-seeded microgel core combined with protective
silica hydrogel shell will be a highly promising platform to
engineer injectable tissue constructs for various applications in
regenerative medicine.
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Figure 7. (a) Degradation product, silicic acid, from silica hydrogel was
monitored by measuring the absorbance of silicomolybdate complex at
400 nm (A400). The plot was ﬁtted with a ﬁrst-order degradation kinetics
model. (b) Silica-coated CSP cell-seeded microgels were placed on a cell
adhesive surface, and monitored their adhesion and proliferation over
time. (Scale bar: 50 μm).
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We further explored the eﬀect of silica hydrogel shell on the
cellular activity, by placing the cell-seeded core−shell microgels
on the tissue-culture treated plastic surface, and monitoring the
cellular migration, as similarly done in Figure 4 (Figure 7b). The
cell-seeded GelMA microgels with silica shell only began to
adhere to the tissue-culture treated plastic surface after two days,
suggesting that a certain amount of silica hydrogel shell must be
degraded in order for the cell to become exposed and adhere to
the tissue-culture surface. Then, the cells were able to migrate
from the microgel periphery and proliferate over time. However,
it took over two weeks for the spherical structure to completely
disappear, which was much longer as compared with those
without the silica shell, as shown in Figure 4, suggesting that
extensive degradation of the silica hydrogel was needed for the
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